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Glossary of terms in the play

ANGRY BOY—bully or quarreler.
BLACK-POT—leather tankard for beer.
BONA-ROBA—slang for whore.
BOTCHER—tailor who mended clothes.
CHANGE—exchange.
CHIAUS—cheat; derived from the Turkish word for messenger.
CITY-DAMES—merchant's wives.
EAR-RENT—ear clipped off in the stocks as extra punishment.
FEIZE—deal with.
FIRK—act lively.
FLIES—familiar spirits.
GOLDSMITH—usurer.
HOLE—in the stocks.
HUMORS—character traits.
ORDINARY—inn, used by young men to drink, eat and gamble.
PUCK-FIST—airy nothing.
RIFLE—gamble.
SHIFT—stratagem.
'SLID—God's eyelid.
TUNE—program for political or religious platforms.
VACATIONS—periods between terms of court.
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The play consists of five acts; there will be a 15 minute intermission between acts III and IV.

Director's Note

The Alchemist, written in 1610 by Ben Jonson, is one of the great comedies of the English language. It is filled with rich characters drawn from the life Jonson keenly observed around him. The basis of Jonson’s plays are “character”. In The Alchemist we are indulged to a succession of outrageous characters, each out-doing the last. With clockwork precision he peoples the stage with slaves to “eternal youth”—“easy money”—“endless pleasure”—“ unrivalled wealth”. As the obsessions grow, so does the pace of the events. Through the events of one day (an example of supreme craftsmanship), Jonson uses comic devices as contemporary as they are old. The world we live in is not far removed from the world of Jonson—TV commercials replace the “mountebank”—credit cards the “philosopher’s stone”. This is the immediacy one is caught up in in The Alchemist, and, like for Jonson’s own characters, it is too enjoyable to notice. Ben Jonson at his best is an arch magician, richly entertaining and the master of black-comedy.
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